
Trevor Blondeel works with manufacturers  
to connect the top to the shop floor.

Show up, Connect, and Engage
Learn how manufacturers make lasting changes

Presentations Designed To Fit Your Needs

• Understand why leaders with 
high emotional intelligence are 
more successful

• Discover the role of emotions 
when the brain is under stress

• Recognize how emotions drive 
behaviors which drive results

• Utilize three ways you can use 
Emotional Intelligence tomorrow 
to engage your team

• Discover the difference between 
telling employees they are valued 
and making them feel valued.

• Leverage positive emotions to 
deepen loyalty.

Speaking From Experience
• The interactive style, humor, and 

vulnerability of how Trevor has 
overcome his own blind spots, 
offers an authentic experience.

• This expert in Emotional 
Intelligence offers pragmatic 
advice on engaging leadership 
topics that not only motivate – 
they empower attendees!

• He is a Professional Member  
of the National Speakers 
Association and Vice President 
of the Kentucky Chapter board.

• A Canadian who now lives in 
Louisville, Kentucky, he enjoys 
travelling, sports, working out, 
and visiting local eateries. He 
loves to get invited to pick-up 
hockey games with old timers!

Trevor Blondeel
Founder of Operations 
Kickstart

Trevor Blondeel is an operations 
expert with over 25 year’s 
experience as a leader in the 
manufacturing industry. 

His early leadership experiences 
sparked his passion for developing 
future leaders and his innate ability 
to assess behavioral issues has 
allowed him to help numerous 
individuals reach their full potential.

Clients utilize his speaking, 
coaching and advisory services to 
increase performance, productivity, 
and profits.



After 25 plus years in the manufacturing industry, Trevor realized a 
need for mindfulness in manufacturing. For people looking for ideas 
to have a better day in their chaos, this is the podcast to listen to!

In each episode Trevor has conversations with experts and leaders 
from the manufacturing world to gain insight into problems they have 
encountered and the solutions they reached.

Working With 
Trevor...

Sign up for 
my Newsletter

Canadian Office
8504 Plank Road 
Straffordville, Ontario 
Canada, N0J 1Y0

US Office
9422 Civic Way, Apt. 304 
Prospect, Kentucky 
USA, 40059

519-933-5425
trevor@operationskickstart.com
www.operationskickstart.com
linkedin.com/in/trevorblondeel

Why Book Trevor?
How Emotional Intelligence is the heartbeat of your workforce.

With more than two thirds of employees disengaged, your company 
is losing profits. Developing Emotional Intelligence skills increases 
engagement and can give your company up to four times more 
the returns than you have now. Whether you like it or not, your 
employee’s feelings cannot be left at the door. 

How you show up effects how people feel, which impacts how they 
engage – and effects everything in your organization including the 
bottom line. Together we will explore brain science of emotional 
intelligence in a simple way, so you are ready to take action and 
leave with tactics to ignite yourself and your team. 

You will learn to take those stressful intense workplace moments 
that stifle motivation and turn them to productive outcomes. Be 
transformed into the aware leader and respond intentionally instead 
of reacting in how you process those emotions and feelings.

In less than six months I see 
a greater sense of spirit and 
efficiency, which is positively 
impacting everyone in our 
organization.

— LaVerne Roberts,  
   Director of Operations 
   Energizer

Trevor brings the “how” do we 
get there, supporting us not 
to get stuck in the day to day rut 
of operations. We have truly seen 
a difference in our bottom line.

—  Ken Handsaeme – 
Owner On Time 
Precision Components

Trevor has improved our 
organization’s results with 
his deep understanding of 
Emotional Intelligence and his 
ability to apply it.

— Eric Berdan, 
   Factory Manager, Nestle

Many people in higher 
positions feel like they must be 
superhuman and they cannot 
show emotions, working with 
Trevor made me realize that the 
best leaders are vulnerable.

— Magdalena Domzalska-Pol 
   Director of Human Resources 
   Spartanburg Steel Products


